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HOME INSURANCE

Guide



We know that your home is your castle, where your hopes and dreams and
memories live. Unfortunately, we can’t put a protective cover around it to stop
anything bad happening, but we can do our best to make sure that if it does;
help is at hand to get you back on your feet.

It’s an unwelcome thought that an unpredictable event like flooding, or a fire,
could not only take away your home but set you back in such a way that you may
never be able to fully recover from.

It’s easy to think “it won’t happen to me”, but what if it did? 
Could you afford to rebuild your home if something happened to it?  
Could you afford to replace your belongings if they were damaged or destroyed? 

Home Insurance is there, so that should you find yourself in a horrible situation,
the cover you have should make it appear, financially, as if it never happened at
all. You should quickly be back in the financial position you were in before. 

One of our favourite sayings here at Mindful HQ is:

Everything you need to know about Home Insurance

“Insurance is one of the few things in life we buy,
hoping that we’ll never have to use it”.
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Home Insurance comes in two forms, you may have also heard it called Buildings
and Contents Insurance. 

Buildings Insurance – covers the full cost of rebuilding your home if it's
damaged or destroyed. It essentially covers the structure of your home and any
permanent fixtures and fittings inside.

Contents Insurance – covers the cost of replacing or repairing your personal
possessions if they are damaged, destroyed or stolen. 

If you want to know the difference between the two, it may help to imagine
turning your house upside down and giving it a bit of a shake. Everything that
would fall out is contents, everything that would stay put is buildings (with the
exception of carpet or laminate flooring which is included in contents).

You can buy buildings and contents insurance separately or as a combined
policy. Some providers will give you a discount for purchasing both together, and
a combined policy can help make life easier if you have to make a claim.

WHAT IS HOME INSURANCE?
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Buildings insurance will almost always be a condition of your mortgage. You may
not be able to get a mortgage if you don’t take out buildings insurance. 

If you are buying a new home, it is recommended your cover is in place before
you exchange contracts. If you are also selling a property, you are responsible
for looking after it until the sale is completed, so you should keep your insurance
cover until then.

Buildings insurance covers the cost of repairing damage to the structure of your
property (walls, windows, roof, internal walls, wallpaper, ceilings and permanent
fixtures and fittings like baths, toilets, and fitted kitchens). 

Garages, greenhouses and garden sheds and fences are usually also covered
(but policies do vary so do make sure to check this), as well as the cost of
replacing items such as pipes, cables and drains.

You must ensure that the insurance policy you take out covers you for the
amount it would cost to completely rebuild your home - this is called the sum
insured. The cost of rebuilding is not the price you paid when you purchased
your home, or its current market value if you were to sell it. The amount of cover
must reflect every penny it would cost to reconstruct your house to make it how
it was before including demolition, site clearance, and architects' fees.

Some policies use a blanket buildings cover for your sum insured (for example
up to £1million) based on a general assessment – the address, type of home, age
of home. They may give you options of standard vs. premium cover if your home
is likely to cost more than average to repair/rebuild. As your adviser, we will work
with you to ensure that a suitable amount of cover is in place based on your
individual circumstances. 

BUILDINGS INSURANCE
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There is an online calculator on the Association of British Insurers' website
which can help you to figure out rebuild costs*. If your property has special
features, for example a thatched roof, or it's a listed building, then you may need
to ask a surveyor to work out the rebuilding cost, as standard policies probably
won’t be able to be applied to your property. 

*ABI - https://calculator.bcis.co.uk/calculator/calculator.aspx - (Please note that
Mindful Mortgages nor HL Partnership are responsible for the accuracy of the
information contained within the linked site accessible from this page). 

If you live in or are buying a home in an area that is high risk for flooding*,
subsidence or mass movement (cliff collapse), you should consider taking out
additional cover – this will come with higher premiums and often a higher
excess.

*An extra bit about flooding; the Flood Re-scheme has been developed to help
people living in flood risk areas to get affordable flood insurance. Mindful
Mortgages can provide you with more information on this if it applies to you. 

If you live in or are moving to a flat or maisonette, it is usually best to insure with
other owners in your block as a single buildings policy that covers the whole
building. This policy may already be in place so you will need to ‘buy in’ or take
over the previous owner’s share and put your name to the policy. 

BUILDINGS INSURANCE

A LITTLE BIT FOR RENTERS:

If you're a tenant, then your landlord is responsible for taking out buildings
insurance, however you may be responsible for loss or damage to fixtures and
fittings (check your tenancy agreement).
 
Obtaining contents insurance is completely up to you. Individual leaseholders or
tenants are responsible for covering their own personal possessions. 
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Only buildings insurance is a compulsory condition of a mortgage, whether you
decide to have contents insurance to cover your personal possessions is
completely up to you. But we really do recommend that you do!

Contents insurance is used to cover your possessions. Taking out cover for your
possessions against loss, fire, theft or accidental damage really is a shrewd
practice. If something was to happen to your possessions and they were
damaged or destroyed, it could cost a significant amount to replace them. Even
replacing a carpet after spilling a glass of red wine can cost a lot!

Policies are usually worked out either, on the number of rooms in your house -
known as bedroom rated policy – the insurer takes an educated guess at the
value per room. Or they are based on the total value of the contents and
possessions you own, again this is based on an educated guess or ‘blanket
cover’, assuming your possessions are worth no more than a set value. 

You need to have a really good think about how much cover you need. It’s
probably more than you think it is! Make sure to include everything – it’s worth it
to ensure you have the correct level of cover in the event of a claim.

CONTENTS INSURANCE
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There will usually be a limit on certain items above a particular value, for
example jewellery, art or antiques; you will probably have to list these separately
so that your insurer is aware, and you may need to pay an extra premium to
cover them. 

Most policies offer new for old, so make sure that you insure your items for the
amount it would cost to replace them as new, not for their current value. Some
policies will offer you the amount that your items are currently worth if you need
to make a claim, so do make sure you read the small print.

Be aware that your contents insurance is for possessions of those that live
permanently or for long periods at the address (including a lodger or long-term
guest), with the exception of students (more on that further on) so it may not
cover the possessions of anyone staying with you temporarily. 

This means that if you are considering using your home for Airbnb or similar, you
should talk to your insurer first – you may not be covered or there may be
specific conditions.

CONTENTS INSURANCE

A LITTLE BIT FOR STUDENTS:

Parents can still cover your possessions, yay! If you are a student, your parents’
home insurance policy may cover your possessions at university as you are still
technically a permanent resident at home or you may find cover already in place
in student accommodation – always check your agreement.
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Home Insurance policies may offer basic/standard cover and then probably an
extra/premium version with additional extras or higher levels of cover. You can
also often add extras on to a policy so you can make sure that you have the right
cover. Always check the small print with these additional extras, some might not
be relevant to you, but others could be seriously useful, especially if you are a bit
clumsy!

It's all in the details... 

THE EXTRA BITS

Accidental damage (for both buildings and contents) 
For example, drilling into a water pipe, putting your foot through the ceiling or
accidentally breaking a window and spillages around the home.

This was the top claim for Legal and General GI in 2020 with over 23,000 of settled
claims, followed by escape of water: over 13,000 of settled claims and thirdly, storm:
over 9,000 of settled claims. - Legal and General Home Insurance Claims.
(https://www.legalandgeneral.com/adviser/general-insurance/claims/)

Home emergency cover
Helps you to deal with emergencies at home for example a gas leak, burst pipe,
broken boiler etc. It often covers the cost of calling a tradesman out and will
cover the repairs and labour.

Away from home cover
This covers you for loss, theft, damage or destruction when away from your
home (including domestic and often when abroad) to possessions such as
jewellery, laptop, phone, tablet and bikes. It’s sometimes called ‘all-risks’ cover.
You may need to list specific items separately and provide a valuation. 

High value item cover
There is usually a limit on individual items within contents insurance, so items
worth over a certain amount may need separate cover. This may make your
premium higher, but it will be worth it to cover those items which are especially
valuable and therefore more open to the risk of theft. The insurer should be
clear about their individual item limit so you will know if you need additional
cover. They may include bicycle cover within higher-value items, or they may
have a separate cover available, for if your bike is worth over £500 for example.

Legal cover
Legal cover provides you with access to legal advice and help with legal costs for
certain legal disputes e.g., an accident that wasn’t your fault, employment
tribunals and neighbour disputes, but will not cover divorce proceedings and/or
family court.
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Exceptions and things to be aware of:

Exclusions will most likely vary between policies and between providers, but it is
unlikely that you will be covered for routine costs of maintaining your property,
so general wear and tear, electrical breakdown i.e., break down after warranty/or
useful life, or the costs of any damage caused by lack of maintenance, for
example, loose roof tiles or damaged guttering leading to damp problems. You
will also likely find that your policy is rendered void if your home is empty for a
long period, usually 60 days or more.

Your policy will only last one year at a time and will require renewing. Some
providers allow you to auto-renew each year, but they should still contact you to
discuss your premium price for the coming year and to ensure that nothing has
changed. 

Here at Mindful Mortgages, we can secure a deal for you and put it in place but
ultimately, your policy is your responsibility as you are the one paying, so you
must make sure it is properly in place and that you can afford the premium and
excess should you need to claim. Mindful Mortgages will go through all of this
with you and will be there to answer any questions or to speak to the provider
on your behalf, should you require it. 

The excess is the part of a claim that you must pay for yourself. Generally, you
set your excess at between £100 and £500 and this is what you will pay every
time you make a claim. A lower excess usually results in a higher premium – the
higher your excess, the lower your premium will be. 

There are exceptions within excess, some providers will have an additional price
for certain types of claims, for example subsidence excess may be £500 - £1000
and escape of water may be similar. This will be detailed in your policy so make
sure you check it out.

WHAT IS AN EXCESS?
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Here we need to think about value vs. reward. The most expensive policy is not
always the best, and the cheapest is not the worst. You can shop around (or ask
us  here at Mindful Mortgages to do it for you!) to get the right policy for you at
the right price for you. 

The price you pay will be determined by a range of factors; including the
rebuilding cost, the construction of the building, the type of house you own etc.
They will take into account the value of your items and especially your high
value/higher risk items, and they will potentially look at security measures e.g., if
you have cameras (some providers may offer discounts for increased security
precautions) and then the perceived likelihood of a claim, if you are in a high
crime area, where flooding is likely, or your area is prone to subsidence. 

Insurers will be keen to know about your previous claims, so do make sure you
are upfront about these (if you have any). Providers will take any previous claims
into account, but this does not always mean you will pay more.

HOW MUCH DOES HOME INSURANCE COST?
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You must contact your insurance provider as soon as you can if your home or
belongings are damaged or destroyed, and you need to make a claim. ALWAYS
keep your insurance documents in a safe place and know where they are.

Most home insurance providers have a 24 hour helpline, save this into your
mobile phone if you can or keep a note in your wallet. Remember, you may need
to leave your home in a hurry.

A good practice is to keep receipts for anything of value, as this will act as a
valuation and also as proof of purchase. Get an insurance valuation on anything
you can like jewellery/art etc. Take photos of your belongings, especially valuable
items, keep serial numbers and note down when you purchased items so you
know the age (probably most relevant for electrical items).

In terms of information on the damage, take lots of photos, keep evidence where
possible, for example a section of carpet, and make sure you have a police
reference number if applicable. 

For buildings repair, your insurance provider will often arrange these and settle
the bill directly with the repairer. Please be aware that an excess will apply here.  
Your insurance provided usually has a list of preferred suppliers. This saves you
the time and effort of dealing with organising quotes, and going backwards and
forwards to your insurer to get sign off, but if you have a local builder that you
would prefer to do the work, you must discuss this with your insurer and get
their go-ahead.

If your home is uninhabitable during this time (if you have alternative
accommodation included in your cover) your insurer will provide you with
temporary accommodation. 

When damage occurs to contents, your insurer will usually pay the full cost of
replacement (less any excess – agreed with you when you arranged cover), or
pay for repair if this is possible. In some cases they may ask you to go to a
specified supplier to select a replacement item. If damage occurs to something
that is part of a set, for example a sofa which is part of a suite, where you cannot
replace one item,  the insurer will either give you a cash/voucher for the amount
or give you options to select replacements.

WHAT IS THE CLAIMS PROCESS?
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The most important bit of advice we can give you is to: READ YOUR POLICY! 

Let’s face it, it ’s not exactly going to be a riveting read but you really do need to
understand your policy, what’s covered and what your responsibilities are. 

ON A FINAL NOTE... 

If you require any further assistance or information about home insurance,
please do get in touch via the below link. 

We can provide you with a no obligation quote and discuss your best options
with you. 

https://www.mindfulmortgages.co.uk/home-insurance/
 

LET US, HELP YOU! 
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VISIT US

OUR ADDRESS
 

2 Rose Farm Business Park
Countesthorpe
Leicestershire

LE8 5QW
 

We have plenty of free parking!

01162 436 912
www.mindfulmortgages.co.uk

hello@mindfulmortgages.co.uk

@mindfulmortgages @mindfulmortgages mindfulmortgages
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We welcome face to face visits and are always happy to meet you.
 

Please make an appointment with us first and then head over to our lovely Mindful HQ. 


